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Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 60
pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.1in.Have you ever ordered
leather cheese Have you ever told your cab driver that your
hotel is located on One-Way Street I doubt it. But English
speakers trying to speak German say bizarre things like this all
the time and I, for one, feel their pain. Acutely, even. They are
speaking Dumb Deutsch. And they have no one else to blame but
themselves. The German language is complex, treacherous and
terribly difficult to learn, you see. Dumb Deutsch, on the other
hand, is relatively straightforward and can be learned in about
fifteen minutes. This is the problem, of course. And here are
some of the shocking results. Please sit back and enjoy this short
collection of bloodcurdling blunders, frightful faux pas and
grisly gaffes, all in the Dumb Deutsch original. For the sake of
fairness, a number of ridiculous errors Germans make when
trying to speak English have also been included. Bitte Beachten:
Diese Sammlung von peinlichen Ausrutschern und
haarstrubenden Fehltritten ist selbstverstndlich auch fr Deutsche
Leser geeignet. This item ships from La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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A top quality publication along with the font used was intriguing to read. I really could comprehended everything
using this written e ebook. Its been designed in an remarkably straightforward way and it is only a er i finished
reading through this publication by which basically altered me, modify the way i believe.
-- Ca thr ine La r kin Sr .-- Ca thr ine La r kin Sr .

Very useful to all of group of people. I actually have read through and so i am certain that i will planning to study yet
again once again down the road. I am just very easily can get a satisfaction of looking at a created book.
-- Ma r k B er nier-- Ma r k B er nier
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